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The power of people against poverty | Oxfam International
oxfam.org/
Oxfam is an international confederation of 20 NGOs working with partners in over 90 countries to
end the injustices that cause poverty.
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 Facebook:  Oxfam

 Twitter:  Oxfam

 Instagram:  Oxfaminternational

https://www.facebook.com/Oxfam
https://twitter.com/oxfam
https://www.instagram.com/oxfaminternational/
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A year in pictures: what we accomplished together in 2021 Our supporters
and partners reached over 25 million people last year through Oxfam’s
humanitarian and programmatic work. We hope all of us can take a
moment of reflection and pride in this snapshot of stories that hint of the
work we accomplished together to make a real difference in many millions
of people’s lives in 2021.

Dofollow

There is nothing equal about the climate crisis Destructive weather, rising
seas, unprecedented fires and historic famines. Climate change is
happening now. It is one of the most harmful drivers of worsening hunger,
migration, poverty and inequality all over the world. Despite this,
governments have delayed action to tackle the climate crisis to focus
instead on the Covid-19 pandemic.

Dofollow

Ending gender-based violence is possible Before the Covid-19 pandemic 1
in 3 women experienced physical or sexual violence in their lifetime. With
Covid-19 the situation got worse for many. Yet, nowhere near enough is
being done to end it. Immediate action is needed now to fight gender-based
violence. It starts with governments. It starts with social norms change. It
starts with taking action.
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Oxfam urges UN Security Council to inject new urgency into peace talks
to end conflict in Yemen Oxfam today called on the UN Security Council
to condemn the recent attacks in Yemen and inject new urgency into peace
talks to end the seven-year conflict. The call follows airstrikes that have
killed and injured hundreds of civilians in the last week and led to the
suspension of humanitarian aid in parts of the country. At the same time,
people are struggling with spiraling prices for food, fuel, and basic
essentials in what was already one of the world’s largest humanitarian
crises. 

Dofollow

New sanctions risk plunging the people of Mali further into humanitarian
crisis, warns Oxfam In reaction to the EU and US announcement of new
sanctions against Mali, Oxfam and 12 other NGOs called for the
international community to protect the people of Mali. 

Dofollow

Over 100 millionaires call for wealth taxes on the richest to raise revenue
that could lift billions out of poverty A group of over 100 millionaires and
billionaires from nine countries published today an open letter to
government and business leaders, calling for permanent annual wealth
taxes on the very richest to help reduce extreme inequality and raise
revenue for sustained, long-term increases in public services like
healthcare. 
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